Minimum number of traps per trawl
- 2 for 1 line, 4 for 2 lines
- 5 for 1 line, 10 for 2 lines
- 10 for 1 line, 20 for 2 lines
- 25 for 2 lines

Zone C Tags: 10 for 1 line, 20 for 2 lines
Zone D Tags: 5 for 1 line, 10 for 2 lines

LMA 3 N of 50 fathom line - minimum 45 traps per trawl

Penobscot Bay Closed Area - no lobster fishing

Zone D exemption line to 3NM line - 2 and 3 trap trawls only

Zone D inshore of exemption line - no minimum, max 3 traps/trawl

ALWTRP Maine exemption line
3NM Line (State Waters)
Maine Six Mile Line
12NM Territorial Sea
Lobster Zone Lines